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Extraction	of	petroleum

Primary	recovery:	displacement	by	water,	expansion	of	natural	
gas,	gravity	drainage.	Recovery	factor:	5-15%	

Secondary	 recovery:	 water,	 natural	 gas,	 air,	 carbon	 dioxide	
with	an	artificial	drive.	Recovery	factor	:	30%	

Enhanced	oil	recovery:	thermal	methods,	in-situ	combustion	and	
HPAI	 (air	 injection),	 chemical	methods,	 carbon	dioxide	 flooding,	
etc.	Recovery	factor	:	5-15%	

Brazilian	Pre-Salt	oilfields

Large	 depth	 of	 the	 reservoirs,	 high	 pressures,	 high	
heterogeneity,	fractured	porous	medium,	etc.		



Oil	recovery	by	air	injection

Medium	pressures:	
High-temperature	oxidation	at	400-600	°C	(coke	combustion).	
Low/medium	temperature	oxidation	at	150-350	°C	(liquid	oil	reactions).	

High	pressures:	
HPAI	(high-pressure	air	injection).	Thermal	effects	are	expected	but	not	well	understood.	

Advantages:	easy	availability	of	air,	effective	for	strongly	heterogeneous	reservoirs.		
Disadvantages:	compression	costs,	safety	issues.	



Results	for	two-phase	liquid/gas	combustion:	LIGHT	oil
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Models		
Multi-phase	and	multi-component	flows	with	

reactions	and	phase	transitions

Analytical	theory	
Solutions	for	high-temperature	oxidation	and	
medium-temperature	oxidation	at	medium	

pressures

Direct	numerical	simulations

Laboratory	experiments



Wave	structure	solution:	theory

1)	Slow	thermal	wave	(only	temperature	is	changing)	
2)	Combustion	wave	
3)	Saturation	wave	(only	liquid	saturation	is	changing)	

	

Light	oil	combustion

Singularity

Resonance:	
wave	speed	=	characteristic	speed	
at	the	point	separating	vaporisation	
and	condensation	regions vaporisation	-	transport	-	condensation



Oil	produced	versus	air	injected	for	heptane	combustion	

heptane	 	 	 	 decane



Laboratory	experiments	
N.K.Gargar	et	al.	2015	

Numerical	simulations;		
N.K.Gargar	et	al.	2014



1D	model	for	miscible	displacement	for	high	pressure	air	injection	(HPAI)		
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Fully	miscible	flow	(single	phase)

Three	components	(volumetric	fractions):	
• Light	oil				
• Oxygen	
• Inert	components/reaction	products

cal model and present the governing equations. Next we give a theoretical
description of waves that appear in the solution. Afterwards, we introduce
empirical parameters into the model to take into account the fingering be-
havior and perform numerical simulations for di↵erent reservoir conditions.
Finally we draw the main conclusions of this study.

2 Modeling HPAI with the Koval model

Our interest is in considering the case when the injected and produced gases
become completely miscible with the oil at su�ciently high pressures. This
occurs, e.g., when the injected fluid forms a developed miscible process. In
this process, the methane dissolved in the oil helps to develop a methane
bank, which is miscible with the injected air on the trailing side and miscible
with the oil to be recovered on the leading side [25].

We study a one-phase flow problem involving a miscible flow when air
is injected into porous rock filled with oil at high pressures. The injected
fluid (air) consists of oxygen and inert components. A simple model includes
three pseudo-components characterizing oil, oxygen and inert component.
The respective volumetric fractions are denoted by coil, cox and cin with the
unit sum, coil + cox + cin = 1.

2.1 Koval model

The Koval model [16] considers miscible displacement characterized by fin-
gering of the solvent into the oil, as if there are two phases. The first phase
is a solvent, which contains air and reaction products with the saturation
cs = cox + cin. The second phase is the initial oil, which has saturation
coil = 1 � cs. To incorporate that the displacement is miscible, it was pro-
posed to use linear relative permeabilities proportional to the respective sat-
urations. The fractional-flow function in the Buckley-Leverett equation for
the solvent is therefore replaced by

fs(cs, T ) =
cs/µmix

cs/µmix + coil/µoil
, (1)

where µoil(T ) is the oil viscosity and µmix(T ) is the specially chosen (e↵ective)
solvent phase viscosity dependent on the temperature T (see Eq. 26). Taking
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Koval	model

Fingering	of	the	solvent	into	the	oil		
is	modelled,	as	if	there	are	two	phases.	coil = 1� cs, equation (1) is rearranged as

fs(cs, T ) =
Kcs

1 + cs(K � 1)
, (2)

where K(T ) = HE is the Koval factor. This factor is defined as a the
viscosity ratio E(T ) = µoil/µmix multiplied by an experimentally determined
heterogeneity factor H [16, 5, 4]. The latter accounts for the e↵ectively
higher mobility ratio due to reservoir heterogeneity and can be related to the
Dykstra-Parsons’ coe�cient VDP .

From the experimental data [4] it was found that a reasonable e↵ective
viscosity of the displacing solvent phase corresponds to the mixture of 78% oil
and 22% solvent [16]. The solvent viscosity can be calculated by the fourth
root mixing rule

µ�1/4
mix = 0.78µ�1/4

oil + 0.22µ�1/4
air , (3)

where µair(T ) is the viscosity of the mixture of oxygen and inert components
assumed to be independent of a composition. We refer to the original work
by Koval [16] and the thesis of Booth [6] for further details.

2.2 Governing equations

The oil reacts with oxygen. It is convenient to include reaction products into
the inert pseudo-component and, therefore, to model the reaction as

⌫oil [oil] + ⌫ox [O2] ! ⌫in [inert components], (4)

with the corresponding stoichiometric coe�cients. Denoting the reaction rate
by R, the Buckley-Leverett equation for the reacting solvent reads

'
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+
@

@x
(ufs) = (⌫in � ⌫ox)R, (5)

where ' is the porosity and the fractional-flow function is given in Eq. (2).
The analogous equation for the oil phase has the form

'
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Summing the two equations (5) and (6) and using the conditions cs+coil = 1
and fs + foil = 1 yields the equation determining the Darcy velocity as
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2.3 Numerical solutions 75

(a) Pe = 500 (b) Pe = 1000

(c) Pe = 2000 (d) Pe = 3000

Figure 2.13: Numerical simulation of an unstable miscible displacement for various values
of the Péclet number. Here M = 5 and t = 0.5, with red representing the less viscous
solvent (c = 1) and blue representing the more viscous, oil (c = 0).
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as suggested in [39]. This function gives a measure of the number of times that the

concentration varies from 0 to 1 as y increases. In Figure 2.14 we show how P varies

as we vary Pe. The gradient of the log-log plot suggests that, for large Péclet number,

P ∝ Pe1/2. The linear stability analysis will not be valid at this stage; however, we find

the dependence of the wavenumber on Pe is in agreement with the cutoff wavenumber

obtained from (2.71).

While we have shown that it is possible to simulate the detailed fingering patterns

produced by the Peaceman model, it may not be numerically feasible to simulate the

detailed fingering patterns for a three-dimensional simulation over an entire oil reservoir.

The detailed fingering pattern is not of practical interest in oil recovery, and it is only the

averaged flow of solvent and oil through the reservoir that is of interest. The existence of

fingers is, however, important since they will lead to both earlier breakthrough of solvent

than one would find for a stable interface, and since they will lead to enhanced mixing

of the solvent and oil. It appears that the detailed structure of the fingers is random;

however, it has been observed [62, 56, 64, 65] that, at least for large Péclet numbers, the

Booth	2008
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solvent phase viscosity dependent on the temperature T (see Eq. 26). Taking
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coil = 1� cs, equation (1) is rearranged as

fs(cs, T ) =
Kcs

1 + cs(K � 1)
, (2)

where K(T ) = HE is the Koval factor. This factor is defined as a the
viscosity ratio E(T ) = µoil/µmix multiplied by an experimentally determined
heterogeneity factor H [16, 5, 4]. The latter accounts for the e↵ectively
higher mobility ratio due to reservoir heterogeneity and can be related to the
Dykstra-Parsons’ coe�cient VDP .

From the experimental data [4] it was found that a reasonable e↵ective
viscosity of the displacing solvent phase corresponds to the mixture of 78% oil
and 22% solvent [16]. The solvent viscosity can be calculated by the fourth
root mixing rule

µ�1/4
mix = 0.78µ�1/4

oil + 0.22µ�1/4
air , (3)

where µair(T ) is the viscosity of the mixture of oxygen and inert components
assumed to be independent of a composition. We refer to the original work
by Koval [16] and the thesis of Booth [6] for further details.

2.2 Governing equations

The oil reacts with oxygen. It is convenient to include reaction products into
the inert pseudo-component and, therefore, to model the reaction as

⌫oil [oil] + ⌫ox [O2] ! ⌫in [inert components], (4)

with the corresponding stoichiometric coe�cients. Denoting the reaction rate
by R, the Buckley-Leverett equation for the reacting solvent reads

'
@cs
@t

+
@

@x
(ufs) = (⌫in � ⌫ox)R, (5)

where ' is the porosity and the fractional-flow function is given in Eq. (2).
The analogous equation for the oil phase has the form

'
@coil
@t

+
@

@x
(ufoil) = �⌫oilR, foil = 1� fs. (6)

Summing the two equations (5) and (6) and using the conditions cs+coil = 1
and fs + foil = 1 yields the equation determining the Darcy velocity as

@u

@x
= (⌫in � ⌫ox � ⌫oil)R. (7)
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We will also need the balance law determining the oxygen fraction cox,
which is a part of the solvent phase. It reads

'
@cox
@t

+
@

@x
(ufox) = �⌫oxR, fox =

cox
cs

fs. (8)

The fraction of inert components is expressed by cin = 1 � coil � cox. In
writing Eqs. (5–8) we disregarded molecular di↵usion and dispersion.

Assuming that the temperature of solid rock, liquid and gas are equal,
we write the heat balance equation as

@

@t
(Cm�T + 'Co�T ) +

@

@x
(Cou�T ) = � @2

xT +QR, (9)

where �T = T � Tini is the temperature relative to the initial reservoir, � is
the thermal conductivity, Q is the heat of the combustion reaction, and Cm

is the rock matrix heat capacity. The volumetric heat capacity of liquids is
approximately Co ⇡ 2⇥ 106 J/m3/K and therefore we assume that it can be
taken independent of composition. We disregard any volume change due to
reactions, temperature expansion and compositional mixing. The pressure
drop is considered to be small with respect to the prevailing pressure P and
is therefore disregarded.

We consider the reaction rate as

R = 'Arcoilc
n
ox exp

✓
�Tac

T

◆
, (10)

where Ar is the frequency factor for the oxidation rate of oil and n is the
order of reaction with respect to oxygen. We use Tac to denote the activation
temperature for the oxidation rate. The activation temperature is related to
the activation energy Eac by Tac = Eac/R.

2.3 Initial and boundary conditions

The initial reservoir is saturated with oil at temperature Tini. Thus, we
choose the initial conditions as

t = 0, x � 0 : coil = 1, cox = 0, T = Tini. (11)

At the injection side, x = 0, the air injection boundary conditions are

x = 0, t � 0 : coil = 0, cox = cinjox , T = Tini, u = uinj. (12)

The oxygen fraction in the injected air is cinjox = 0.21.
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Figure 1: Wave sequence solution: the slower thermal wave (TW), the inter-
mediate combustion wave (CW) and the faster rarefaction wave (RW). Shown
are the dimensionless temperature ✓, oil fraction coil and oxygen fraction cox.

flow model [2, 17, 18, 12, 13], we assume that a combustion wave is devel-
oped along with two additional waves: a slower thermal wave upstream and
a faster Buckley–Leverett (rarefaction or shock) wave downstream, shown
schematically in Fig. 1. Such wave solution is asymptotic, i.e., it develops
at su�ciently large times (and su�ciently long distances) after the initial
transient behavior.

In this section, we show that the faster wave located downstream is a
rarefaction wave that occurs due to mixing between oil and inert miscible
components. The slower wave, located upstream, is the thermal wave, where
only the injected air (with no oil) is present. These two waves allow analytical
description presented below.

In between, there is a combustion wave, where reaction between oxygen
and oil takes place. So far, no analytical theory is developed for the com-
bustion wave in the fully miscible HPAI process. This combustion wave will
be studied numerically in the next section, and we expect that these results
facilitate future theoretical developments.

3.1 Thermal wave

In the thermal wave, upstream, no reaction takes place, i.e., r = 0; Fig. 1.
Therefore, the energy equation is given by

(1 + ↵o)
@

@t
✓ + ↵o

@

@x
u✓ =

@2✓

@x2
. (20)
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Simulation	(COMSOL)	

solution of equation (23) represents a self-similar rarefaction wave of the
form [24]

cs(x, t) = F (⇠), coil(x, t) = 1� F (⇠), ⇠ =
x

t
, (24)

where F (⇠) is the function to be determined and ⇠ changes in some finite
interval. After substituting (24) into (23) and dropping the common factor
F 0, elementary manipulations yield

F (⇠) =

p
K0ur/⇠ � 1

K0 � 1
. (25)

Expressions (24) and (25) describe the rarefaction wave solution explicitly.
This solution is determined in the interval ⇠1  ⇠  ⇠2. The downstream
limit is obtained from the condition that cs = 0, which yields ⇠2 = K0ur. The
upstream limit ⇠1 can be obtained similarly if the corresponding fraction of
the solvent is known.

4 Numerical modeling

We consider a fully coupled, implicit numerical solution approach based on
finite-elements, which is solved with the COMSOL software. We apply the
mathematical module of COMSOL to introduce the model equations in weak
form.

We consider the spatial domain 0  x  L of length L = 50m, where the
Neumann boundary condition is taken at the production side, x = L. The
grid size in the numerical simulation is 0.01m, which corresponds to a spatial
resolution of 5000. This is fine enough to capture the multi-scale processes
and is capable of resolving the salient features.

We consider reservoir parameter values given in Tab. 1. Parameters of
the reaction rate vary considerably depending on specific conditions, but
the availability of reaction rate data is limited. Our choice corresponds to
heptane (C7H16) as a combustion fuel [19, 12, 13]. For the viscosities (in cP
with T in K), we use

µoil(T ) = exp

✓
1335.8

T
� 4.6329

◆
, µair(T ) =

7.5

T + 120

✓
T

291

◆3/2

. (26)

viz., Sutherlands formula for the gas (air) viscosity and the Arrhenius model
for liquid viscosities [22].
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Ar 4060 1/s frequency factor for the reaction
Cm 2 MJ/m 3K rock matrix heat capacity
Co 1.5 MJ/m3K volumetric heat capacity of liquids
H 1 heterogeneity factor
n 1 order of reaction
Q 440 kJ/mol heat of combustion reaction
Tac 7066 K activation temperature
Tini 300K initial reservoir temperature
uinj 8.0⇥ 10�7 m/s injection Darcy velocity
� 3 W/mK thermal conductivity
⌫oil 0.090 [mol/mol] stoichiometric coe�cient for oil
⌫ox 1 [mol/mol] stoichiometric coe�cient for oxygen
⌫in 1.36 [mol/mol] stoichiometric coe�cient for reaction products
' 0.3 porosity

Table 1: Values of reservoir parameters for heptane as a model oil.

Expressions (26) define the base case for our numerical simulations. The
other cases correspond to the oil of high viscosity (ten times the base case)
and low viscosity (one third of the base case).

4.1 Base case

Numerical results for the base case are shown in Fig. 2. Here the numerical
solution features three di↵erent waves: thermal, combustion and rarefaction.
The thermal wave, which has been described theoretically in Section 3.1,
corresponds to the raise of temperature T without changing the flow compo-
sition as can be seen in the interval between 0� 7m in the left and between
0 � 15m in the right panel of Fig. 2. The thermal wave is the slowest one,
and it travels in the section of the reservoir where the oil is already displaced,
coil = 0, and the miscible phase is composed of the injected oxygen and inert
components whose fractions are constant and equal to their values at the
injection side. The temperature changes from the initial value T = Tini to
some larger value in the plateau.

At x = 8m in the left and x = 31m in the right Fig. 2, the reaction
between oxygen and oil in a single miscible phase creates the combustion
wave. The injected oxygen is consumed completely in this region, leading to
a sharp peak of the inert component concentration. No reaction occurs in the
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Figure 2: Simulation of HPAI into a porous media filled with oil. The left
panel corresponds to the time t = 5 ⇥ 106 sec, and the right panel to t =
2⇥ 107 sec. Indicated are the distributions of the temperature T , oil fraction
coil, oxygen fraction cox, and inert components fraction cin. In the solution
profiles, one observes the formation of thermal, combustion and rarefaction
waves.

plateau downstream of this wave, where the oxygen fraction cox is zero. The
oil fraction downstream of the combustion wave is coil ⇡ 0.7, representing
the amount of oil produced via the combustion wave; see also Fig. 6 below.

Downstream of the combustion wave, there is a rarefaction wave. As de-
scribed in Section 3.2, the rarefaction wave features the miscible displacement
of inert components and oil at the constant temperature; see the left figure
of Fig. 2 in the region of 14� 45m (in the right panel, the rarefaction wave
already has left the simulation domain). This wave is the fastest one and
responsible for the initial oil recovery. In the rarefaction region, temperature
has its initial value T = Tini and no reaction occurs.

We used the same parameters for another simulation of miscible gas in-
jection, where no reaction was present. The results have been shown in Fig. 3
at two di↵erent times, t = 5⇥ 106 sec and t = 2⇥ 107 sec. In this case, there
is no thermal and combustion waves as there is no reaction involved in the
process. The only present wave is the rarefaction wave, which is responsible
for oil recovery. The shape of this wave is due to the Koval model equations.
The oxygen and inert components decrease gradually from their injected up-
stream values to zero downstream, while the miscible air is pushing the oil
out. The corresponding gradual increase of oil recovery is shown in Fig. 6,
which is less e�cient than the reactive recovery at later times.
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scribed in Section 3.2, the rarefaction wave features the miscible displacement
of inert components and oil at the constant temperature; see the left figure
of Fig. 2 in the region of 14� 45m (in the right panel, the rarefaction wave
already has left the simulation domain). This wave is the fastest one and
responsible for the initial oil recovery. In the rarefaction region, temperature
has its initial value T = Tini and no reaction occurs.

We used the same parameters for another simulation of miscible gas in-
jection, where no reaction was present. The results have been shown in Fig. 3
at two di↵erent times, t = 5⇥ 106 sec and t = 2⇥ 107 sec. In this case, there
is no thermal and combustion waves as there is no reaction involved in the
process. The only present wave is the rarefaction wave, which is responsible
for oil recovery. The shape of this wave is due to the Koval model equations.
The oxygen and inert components decrease gradually from their injected up-
stream values to zero downstream, while the miscible air is pushing the oil
out. The corresponding gradual increase of oil recovery is shown in Fig. 6,
which is less e�cient than the reactive recovery at later times.
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Figure 3: Simulation for HPAI into a porous media filled with oil when the
reaction is not present. Same variables are shown at the same times as in
Fig. 2.

4.2 E↵ect of viscosity

In this section, we study the e↵ect of the viscosity on the wave structure in
the high pressure miscible air injection process. We consider two di↵erent
situations: a high oil viscosity (ten times the base case) and a low oil viscosity
(one third of the base case). The numerical results are shown in Fig. 4 for
higher viscosity oil and in Fig. 5 for lower viscosity oil at the same times
as in the base case. One observes that the sequence of waves is preserved.
In Fig. 4, the temperature (T ⇡ 850K) is higher than the base case due to
slow movement of the fuel leading to combustion. The left panel in Fig. 4
reveals that a smaller amount of oil (�coil ⇡ 0.2) is attributed to miscible
displacement in a rarefaction wave, while a big bank of the oil is located
downstream of the combustion wave. This behavior will also be confirmed
by the recovery factors shown in Fig. 6 below.

Similar wave sequences are shown in Fig. 5 for the simulation with a lower
viscosity oil. Now, a considerably larger fraction of the oil is produced by
miscible gas flooding in the rarefaction wave (�coil ⇡ 0.45). The combustion
wave is responsible for the occurrence of an oil bank located downstream
of the combustion wave with coil ⇡ 0.55. The highest temperature in this
case is T ⇡ 480K, which is lower than in the base case due to the higher
velocity of the combustion wave. In all the cases, no oil is left upstream of
the combustion and rarefaction waves, leading to the complete recovery.

As shown in Fig. 4 (left panel), the breakthrough of miscible inert compo-
nents at the production side occurs at earlier times, compared to the break-
through for both the base case in Fig. 2 and the lower viscosity oil in Fig. 5.
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Figure 4: Simulation for HPAI into a porous media filled with oil of higher
viscosity. Same variables are shown at the same times as in Fig. 2.

Figure 5: Simulation for HPAI into a porous media filled with oil of lower
viscosity. Same variables are shown at the same times as in Fig. 2.
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for	lower	oil	viscosity

Figure 4: Simulation for HPAI into a porous media filled with oil of higher
viscosity. Same variables are shown at the same times as in Fig. 2.
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Figure 5: Simulation for HPAI into a porous media filled with oil of lower
viscosity. Same variables are shown at the same times as in Fig. 2.
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Recovery	factors	
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Figure 6: Recovery factors obtained by simulations for HPAI for di↵erent
types of oil viscosities. One of the curves demonstrates the results when the
reaction is not included in the model.

4.3 E�ciency of the combustion wave and miscible gas

flooding

The amount of oil recovered relative to the amount of initial oil in place
(recovery factor) versus time is shown in Fig. 6 for all cases, i.e., the base
case, with and without reaction, and for oils with higher or lower viscosities.
One can clearly distinguish two stages of the recovery history. The first
stage is characterized by approximately constant recovery rates (slopes). The
recovery mechanism is controlled by the rarefaction wave (miscible gas flow),
which reaches the production side in about 100 � 170 days. The reservoir
states corresponding to this early stage are presented in the left figures of
all cases in Figs. 2–5. This initial recovery is not a↵ected by thermal e↵ects,
because the temperature is constant along the rarefaction wave. The second
recovery stage is less steep and it is controlled by the combustion wave. In
this process the recovery factor increases until it reaches the maximum value
of 1 in a finite time. In the case of no reaction, the process is controlled
by the rarefaction wave at all times. In this case, the recovery process is
much less e�cient at later times, when the growth of the recovery factor is
hampered.
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Questions	remained	/	future	work	in	progress	

I.	Validity	of	the	Koval	method	in	THIS	problem

x
0

1

TW

CW
RW

3

coil

cox

Figure 1: Wave sequence solution: the slower thermal wave (TW), the inter-
mediate combustion wave (CW) and the faster rarefaction wave (RW). Shown
are the dimensionless temperature ✓, oil fraction coil and oxygen fraction cox.

flow model [2, 17, 18, 12, 13], we assume that a combustion wave is devel-
oped along with two additional waves: a slower thermal wave upstream and
a faster Buckley–Leverett (rarefaction or shock) wave downstream, shown
schematically in Fig. 1. Such wave solution is asymptotic, i.e., it develops
at su�ciently large times (and su�ciently long distances) after the initial
transient behavior.

In this section, we show that the faster wave located downstream is a
rarefaction wave that occurs due to mixing between oil and inert miscible
components. The slower wave, located upstream, is the thermal wave, where
only the injected air (with no oil) is present. These two waves allow analytical
description presented below.

In between, there is a combustion wave, where reaction between oxygen
and oil takes place. So far, no analytical theory is developed for the com-
bustion wave in the fully miscible HPAI process. This combustion wave will
be studied numerically in the next section, and we expect that these results
facilitate future theoretical developments.

3.1 Thermal wave

In the thermal wave, upstream, no reaction takes place, i.e., r = 0; Fig. 1.
Therefore, the energy equation is given by

(1 + ↵o)
@

@t
✓ + ↵o

@

@x
u✓ =

@2✓

@x2
. (20)
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thermal		
wave	

combustion		
wave	

rarefaction		
wave	

2.3 Numerical solutions 75

(a) Pe = 500 (b) Pe = 1000

(c) Pe = 2000 (d) Pe = 3000

Figure 2.13: Numerical simulation of an unstable miscible displacement for various values
of the Péclet number. Here M = 5 and t = 0.5, with red representing the less viscous
solvent (c = 1) and blue representing the more viscous, oil (c = 0).

use a ‘perimeter’ function,

P =
1
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"

dy, (2.72)

as suggested in [39]. This function gives a measure of the number of times that the

concentration varies from 0 to 1 as y increases. In Figure 2.14 we show how P varies

as we vary Pe. The gradient of the log-log plot suggests that, for large Péclet number,

P ∝ Pe1/2. The linear stability analysis will not be valid at this stage; however, we find

the dependence of the wavenumber on Pe is in agreement with the cutoff wavenumber

obtained from (2.71).

While we have shown that it is possible to simulate the detailed fingering patterns

produced by the Peaceman model, it may not be numerically feasible to simulate the

detailed fingering patterns for a three-dimensional simulation over an entire oil reservoir.

The detailed fingering pattern is not of practical interest in oil recovery, and it is only the

averaged flow of solvent and oil through the reservoir that is of interest. The existence of

fingers is, however, important since they will lead to both earlier breakthrough of solvent

than one would find for a stable interface, and since they will lead to enhanced mixing

of the solvent and oil. It appears that the detailed structure of the fingers is random;

however, it has been observed [62, 56, 64, 65] that, at least for large Péclet numbers, the

all	reaction	product	are	transported	downstream	of	combustion	wave	by	fingering

can	this	be	confirmed	with	resolved	2D	(3D)	simulations?

?



Questions	remained	/	future	work	in	progress	

II.	Structure	of	the	combustion	wave

Singularity	in	liquid/gas		
(two-phase)	combustion

Resonance:	
wave	speed	=	characteristic	speed	
at	the	point	separating	vaporisation	
and	condensation	regions

New	resonance		
condition	is	needed!

and are given in cP , with the temperature T in K. The dimensional parameters, necessary
for the simulations, are shown in Tab. 2 and are given for heptane as a model oil, with
T ⇤ = 600 K chosen as the arbitrary characteristic temperature. The governing equations
are numerically solved through COMSOL, therefore using a standard Galerkin finite element
method with fifth-order Lagrangian polynomial elements. The domain have spatial length
of L = 50 m, which is enough to capture the formation of the travelling waves, with a grid
size of 0.01 m, fine enough to capture the multi-scale processes.
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Figure 5: Comparison between numerical (⇤) and analytical (�) results for (a) wave speed,
(b) combustion temperature and (c) downstream oil fraction. As the viscosity increases, the
wave speed decreases, allowing for a longer contact time between oxygen and oil, resulting
in higher combustion temperatures and a more e�cient recovery.

A characteristic combustion wave profile, obtained numerically, is shown in Fig. 4, where
we present dimensional profiles for temperature T , oil fraction c1, oxygen fraction c2 and inert
components fraction c3. The injection of air occurs at the left and the wave travels towards
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